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Abstract—This paper presents a novel high-speed BCH decoder
that corrects double-adjacent and single-bit errors in parallel and
serially corrects multiple-bit errors other than double-adjacent
errors. Its operation is based on extending an existing parallel
BCH decoder that can only correct single-bit errors and serially
corrects double-adjacent errors at low speed. The proposed de-
coder is constructed by a novel design and is suitable for nanoscale
memory systems, in which multiple-bit errors occur at a proba-
bility comparable to single-bit errors and double-adjacent errors
occur at a higher probability (nearly two orders of magnitude)
than other multiple-bit errors. Extensive simulation results are
reported. Compared with the existing scheme, the area and de-
lay time of the proposed decoder are on average 11% and 6%
higher, but its power consumption is reduced by 9% on average.
This paper also shows that the area, delay, and power overheads
incurred by the proposed scheme are significantly lower than
traditional fully parallelized BCH decoders capable of correcting
any double-bit errors in parallel.

Index Terms—Error correcting code (ECC), double-adjacent
error correction (DAEC), BCH codes, parallel decoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

E RROR control codes (also known as error correcting
codes, ECCs) have been frequently used to improve the

dependability of a memory system [1], [2]. However, the de-
pendability of a memory system still remains a concern due
to neutron-induced single event upsets (SEUs) [3] and the
occurrence of multiple-bit errors. Maiz et al. [4] have reported
that 1–5% of SEUs cause the change of data in multiple cells.
Furthermore, Ibe et al. [5] have provided simulation evidence
that nearly half of the SEUs change the contents of multiple
cells at a feature size of 22 nm. Therefore, ECCs dealing with
multiple-bit errors are becoming more and more important.
The BCH code is one of the best-known and widely used
multiple-bit error correcting codes [1], [2]. Multiple-bit error
correction of a BCH code needs a low-speed serial decoding
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process. BCH codes can be decoded faster by parallelizing
the serial operations [6], [7], but parallelization incurs in a
large hardware overhead, particularly for long information bit
length. Moreover, it is well known that the BCH code is
less efficient for short information bit lengths [8]. There are
few multiple-bit error correcting codes that can be decoded
in parallel, e.g., product codes and some low-density parity-
check (LDPC) codes, such as orthogonal Latin square (OLS)
codes [1], Euclidean geometry LDPC (EG-LDPC) codes [9]
and difference-set cyclic codes (DSCC) [10]. However, they
require longer check bits than BCH codes. To resolve these
issues, Wilkerson et al. [8] have proposed a high speed de-
coding scheme for the BCH code. This scheme utilizes parallel
decoding when no error or a single-bit error occurs, and serial
decoding when multiple-bit errors occur. As single-bit errors
occur more often, this scheme achieves high-speed decoding
for most errors. However, at nanoscale feature sizes, multiple-
bit errors occur with a significantly high probability due to the
high integration density of these memories. Reviriego et al. [11]
and Wang [12] have presented BCH decoders improving on the
decoder of Wilkerson et al. [8]. Reviriego’s design [11] is a
parallel decoder (similar to [8]) that detects but does not correct
single errors in parallel. Wang has proposed a decoder that is
smaller than Wilkerson’s, but it is only suitable for hierarchical
double-error correcting (HDEC) codes, not for BCH codes.
HDEC codes have a worse code rate than BCH, so Wang’s
decoder [12] requires a larger memory for the check bits than
Wilkerson’s decoder [8]. Hence in many cases, it will incur in
a larger hardware overhead because the area of the additional
memory is significantly larger than the decoder.

An adjacent error is a specific type of multi-bit error that
changes (or flips) the contents of several adjacent cells. Ad-
jacent errors are caused by a particle hitting a memory array
that releases enough energy to affect the value of multiple
adjacent cells. This effect occurs with a higher probability than
other multiple-bit errors [13]–[15]. Radaelli et al. in [15] have
experimentally shown that double-adjacent errors occur at a
higher probability than other multiple-bit errors by nearly two
orders of magnitude. In general, the occurrence of adjacent
errors is mitigated by utilizing an interleaving scheme, such that
adjacent cells keep values in different words [15]. However,
interleaving schemes are not always possible due to design
features, such as negative impact on floorplanning, access time,
and/or power consumption. Moreover, interleaving requires a
long check bit length. So, error correction requires both ECCs
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF CORRECTABLE ERRORS FOR (n, k)-BCH CODES

with high error correction capabilities as well as interleaving
(even if a high degree interleaving is possible [16]). Multiple-
bit error correcting codes such as BCH codes can be used
for this purpose. However, this multiple-bit error correction
incurs in a considerable overhead (for example, in the complex
hardware required for the decoders). Research on adjacent error
correcting (AEC) codes and in particular double-adjacent error
correcting (DAEC) codes has been pursued in the technical
literature [14]–[18]. Table I summarizes different numbers of
errors that can be corrected by different (n, k) configurations
of BCH codes. Note that the number of double-adjacent errors
is n− 1, which is almost the same as the number of single-
bit errors, n [19], and significantly less than the number of
double-bit errors, given by

(
n
2

)
.1 So as a first estimate, the

hardware penalty incurred for double-adjacent error correction
(DAEC) should be comparable to single-bit error correction,
and moreover, it should be significantly less than double-error
correction [14]. It is also well-known that the odd-weight
column SEC-DED (single-error correcting, double-error de-
tecting) code (also referred as the Hsiao code) [20] can be
used as an SEC-DAEC code [2]. Recently, a few DAEC codes
have been proposed [16], [18]. Generic multi-bit errors (not
necessarily double-adjacent errors) occur at a lower probability
than double-adjacent error by two orders of magnitude [15],
but they still cannot be ignored. Some SEC-DAEC codes can
be provided with the capability of detecting multiple-bit errors
in addition to double-adjacent errors [14], [16], [21]. However,
these codes are not capable of correcting multiple-bit errors, so
they are of limited use at nano scales.

This paper presents a high-speed BCH decoder. The pro-
posed decoder resembles Wilkerson’s design [8] with high-
speed single-bit error correction. Wilkerson’s decoder corrects
single-bit errors in parallel and multiple-bit errors serially.
Instead, we propose a decoder that corrects single-bit errors and
double-adjacent errors in parallel and corrects other multiple-
bit errors serially. In the proposed decoding scheme, the error
pattern generator for SEC is also used for error generation of
double-adjacent errors. So, the area for the proposed decoder is
comparable to Wilkerson et al. [8]. Extensive simulation results
are provided to substantiate the viability of the proposed design.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews
the BCH code and the existing high-speed decoding scheme
[8]. The proposed decoding scheme is described in detail in

1Let u and v be a code word and a received word. Its error pattern e is
v − u. If no error occurs, e = (0 . . . 0). For single-bit errors e = (10 . . . 0),
(010 . . . 0), (0010 . . . 0), . . . , (0 . . . 01). The number of single-bit error
patterns is equal to the codeword length n. Similarly, for adjacent errors
e = (110 . . . 0), (0110 . . . 0), (00110 . . . 0), . . . , (0 . . . 011). Their number is
n− 1. The number of double-bit errors is given by

(
n
2

)
and is equal to the

number of combinations of two bits in a codeword.

Fig. 1. Diagram of the Wilkerson’s BCH decoder.

Section III. Section IV presents the evaluation of the proposed
decoding scheme. Section VI concludes this manuscript.

II. REVIEW OF BCH CODES

BCH (Bose, Chaudhuri, Hocquenghem) codes are one of the
most well known binary multiple-error detecting and correcting
codes. The BCH code is a cyclic code, and can be decoded
serially. However, the high-speed parallel decoding of a BCH
code incurs in a large hardware overhead. Jang et al. [6]
have proposed a BCH decoding scheme in which only some
operations are partially parallelized, and overall, it is slower
than fully parallelized decoders. Chen et al. [7] have shown
a fully parallelized BCH decoder. However, the parallelization
of BCH decoders for long information bit length requires a
significant overhead in hardware. Chen et al. [7] have provided
evaluation results only at an information bit length of k = 256.
In a subsequent section of this manuscript, extensive evaluation
results are given for larger values of k. They confirm the
difficulty of parallelizing high speed decoding for large values
of k. This is a major concern, because BCH codes are more
efficient at a long information bit length.

Wilkerson et al. [8] have presented a high speed BCH
decoding scheme in which code words are decoded in parallel
if no error or a single bit error occurs and they are decoded
serially only if multiple-bit errors occur. As the probability
of occurrence of a multiple-bit error is lower than a single-
bit error, this decoding scheme represents a good compromise,
because it achieves high-speed operation for the most likely
cases of error occurrence. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of
Wilkerson’s BCH decoder. It consists of a parallel decoder and
a serial decoder. The parallel decoder decodes the received
word. When the parallel decoder detects multiple-bit errors, it
generates an error signal that starts the operation of the serial
decoder. The parallel decoder detects multiple-bit errors in a
single clock cycle, and the serial decoder requires n iterations
for an (n, k) BCH code to find the error location (when using
the Berlekamp–Massey algorithm).

While the algorithm of the serial decoder is conventional, the
parallel decoder shows significant originality. The following is
an H matrix of a t-bit error correcting and (t+ 1)-bit error
detecting BCH code:

H=




Hparity

H1

H3
...

H2t−1


=




1 1 1 · · · 1
α α2 α3 · · · αn

α3 α6 α9 · · · α3n

...
...

...
. . .

...
α2t−1 α2(2t−1) α3(2t−1) · · · αn(2t−1)




where α is a primitive root.
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Fig. 2. Single-bit error detector for double error correcting BCH code.

Let s = (sparity s1 s3 . . . s(2t−1)) be a syndrome where
sparity and sj (j = 1, . . . , 2t− 1) correspond to Hparity and
Hj in H , i.e., sparity = vHT

parity and sj = vHT
j , where v is the

received word. If a single-bit error occurs at the i-th bit, the
syndrome s is as follows:

sparity = 1 (1)

s1 =αi

sj =αij

=(s1)
j . (2)

The occurrence of a single-bit error is detected by verifying
the validity of (1) and (2). Note that (1) and (2) do not include
the variable i. So, verification needs to be established only
once for every syndrome. Fig. 2 shows the circuit for detecting
the occurrence of single-bit errors using a double-bit error
correcting BCH code. If sparity = 0 (i.e., (1) is false), the
AND gate outputs a 0 regardless of the output value of the
comparator. If s3 �= (s1)

3 (i.e., (2) is false), then the comparator
outputs a 0 and the AND gate outputs a 0. If and only if both (1)
and (2) are true, then the AND gate outputs a 1, so detecting the
occurrence of a single-bit error.

Since no two columns of H1 are identical, error location
of a single-bit error is established by comparing s1 and all
columns in H1. The comparison of every column in H must
be performed to find the error location and only s1 (and not the
entire syndrome) must be compared. Therefore, r1-input (not
r-input) gates are required, where r1 and r are the number of
rows in H1 and H , respectively. Therefore, this scheme reduces

the area overhead and delay time of the decoder compared
to a general decoder design that must compare the entire
syndrome.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

This section presents the parallel SEC-DAEC decoder for
the BCH code. The proposed decoder corrects double-adjacent
as well as single-bit errors. The double-adjacent error is a
special case of a double-bit error, in which the values at two
adjacent bits (i.e., i-th and (i+ 1)-th bits) erroneously change.
For example, (110 . . . 0) is an error pattern of a double-adjacent
error; (1010 . . . 0) is not an error pattern of a double-adjacent
error.

The outline of the proposed decoder resembles the high-
speed decoder of [8] (shown in Fig. 1). The proposed scheme
however differs from [8] in the algorithm and construction of
the parallel decoder. If a double-adjacent error occurs at the
i-th and (i+ 1)-th bits, the syndrome appears as

sparity = 0 (3)

s1 =αi + α(i+1)

=αi(α+ 1) (4)

sj =αij + α(α+1)j

=

(
s1

α+ 1

)
(αj + 1). (5)

The occurrence of a double-adjacent error is detected by
verifying that (3) and (5) are valid. In addition, the location of
the error is established from (4). sparity is the signal indicating
the error type for diagnostic purposes: sparity = 0 for double-
adjacent errors, while sparity = 1 for single-bit errors. If there
is no error, then sparity = 0 and s1 = sj = 0.

Next, it is shown that the detection of a double-adjacent
error is possible by verifying that (3) and (5) are true. The
syndrome of a double-adjacent error differs from that of another
correctable or detectable error due to the conditions in the ECC.
In a traditional non-shortened BCH code, H1 consists of all
non-zero column vectors; any non-zero vector can appear as
s1. In addition s1 = 0 when no error occurs. Therefore, every
syndrome satisfying these two equations appears as a correct
codeword, or as a double-adjacent error; the syndrome of any
correctable and detectable error except double-adjacent errors
does not satisfy these two equations.

Fig. 3 illustrates an example of the construction of the paral-
lel decoder for double-error correcting BCH codes. It consists
of a syndrome generator, an error pattern generator and an error
detector.

• The syndrome generator generates the syndrome s =
(sparity s1 s3) from a received word v.

• The error pattern generator generates the error pattern e,
and the decoder then outputs v + e as a decoded word.

• The error detector detects uncorrectable errors, i.e., errors
that are neither single-bit nor double-adjacent.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of parallel decoder for double error correcting BCH code.

Fig. 4. Error pattern generator for the proposed parallel decoder.

Fig. 4 shows the structure of the error pattern generator
for the proposed parallel decoder. It includes the error pattern
generator for single-error correction that outputs the correct er-
ror pattern if s1 is received as input for a single-bit error. Specif-
ically, if αi is the input, the output vector e = (e0, . . . e(k−1))
satisfies the following conditions: ei = 1 and ej = 0 for i �= j.
The input value of the generator for SEC is given as follows:{

s1 (sparity = 1)
1

1+αs1 (sparity = 0).

The input value of the generator for SEC is αi as per (4), and
so the generator for SEC outputs e, such that ei = 1 and ej = 0
for i �= j for double-adjacent errors on the i-th and (i+ 1)-th
bits.

The decoder also includes AND–OR gates. The output vector
of the generator for SEC e = (e0, . . . e(k−1)) and the output of
the AND–OR gates, i.e., the output vector of the entire error

pattern generator e′ = (e′0, . . . e
′
(k−1)), satisfies the following

condition:

e′j =

{
ej (sparity = 1)
ej + ej−1 (sparity = 0).

Note that for SEC-DAEC decoding, the error pattern can be
computed by checking if the syndrome vector corresponds to
either hi, the i-th column of the H matrix (for the case of SEC),
or the sum of two adjacent columns hi−1 and hi, or hi and
hi+1 (for the case of DAEC). This “standard” SEC-DAEC de-
coder requires to compute a comparison against 3 × n columns
(3 × n AND gates with n− k inputs and n 3-inputs OR gates),
while the proposed decoder reuses the same circuitry for locat-
ing the erroneous bit(s) for both the SEC and DAEC cases, thus
reducing the complexity of the decoder. A comparison between
this “standard” SEC-DAEC decoder and the one proposed in
this section is included in the evaluation section.

Next, a few examples are provided for the operation of the
circuit in Fig. 4.

• As a first example, consider a single-bit error occurring on
the first bit. A syndrome is given by s = (1 α α3). Since
sparity = 1, the MUX outputs s1 = α. The error pattern
generator for SEC outputs e = (10 . . . 0); as the output
of the entire error pattern generator, the AND–OR gates
generate e′ = e.

• As a second example, consider a double-adjacent error oc-
curring on the first and second bits. The syndrome is given
by s = (0(α+ α2)(α3 + α6)). As sparity = 0, the MUX
outputs s1/(1 + α) = α. The error pattern generator for
the SEC generates as output e = (10 . . . 0), and thus the
entire error pattern generator outputs e′ = (100 . . . 0) +
sparity(010 . . . 0) = (110 . . . 0).

• As a third example, consider the case when no error
occurs; then, sparity = 0, and the MUX outputs s1/(1 +
α) = 0. The error pattern generator for SEC outputs e =
(0 . . . 0), while the entire error pattern generator outputs
e′ = (0 . . . 0) + sparity(0 . . . 0) = (0 . . . 0).

Fig. 5 shows the design in block form of the uncorrectable
error detector. This circuit verifies (2) and (5). This detector in-
cludes two comparators, namely the left and right comparators
for verifying (2) and (5) respectively. The detector outputs a
(detection) signal selecting either of the comparators according
to sparity. For example, consider the case in which a single-
bit error occurs on the 0th bit. The syndrome is given by s =
(1 α α3). The inputs of the left comparator in Fig. 5 are s31 = α3

and s3 = α3. The left comparator outputs a zero (i.e., the two
inputs match). Since sparity = 1, the MUX selects the output of
the left comparator as the output of the detector, and thus, the
detector outputs a 0 (i.e., no uncorrectable error is detected).
As a further example, consider a double-bit error occurring
on the 0th and second bits. The syndrome is now given by
s = (0(α+ α3)(α3 + α9)). This error is not correctable. So,
the error pattern generator in Fig. 5 outputs the wrong error pat-
terns. The inputs of the right comparator are s31/(1 + α)3 and
s3/(1 + α3). For example, assume that the minimal polynomial
is given by m1(x) = x3 + x+ 1. The two inputs are equal to
α5 and α4 and therefore, the comparator outputs a 1 (the two
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Fig. 5. Uncorrectable error detector for double error correcting BCH code.

inputs do not match for any m1(x) due to the features of the
BCH code.) Since sparity = 0, the MUX selects the output of
the right comparator as the output of the detector. Therefore, the
detector outputs a 1; the error is detected to be uncorrectable
and the serial decoder of Fig. 1 is activated.

IV. EVALUATION

This section evaluates the proposed parallel decoder and
compares it with the decoder of [8] for double-bit error cor-
recting (DEC) BCH codes with information bit lengths of k =
256, 512, 1024, and 2048. In addition, the proposed scheme is
also compared with the double-bit error correcting BCH paral-
lel decoder of [7], whose design is considered the best among
all double-bit error correcting BCH parallel decoders as well
as for multiple-error correcting BCH parallel decoders found in
the technical literature. All the decoders evaluated in this paper
are designed using Verilog-HDL (RTL-level) and synthesized
by using the Synopsys Design Compiler. These circuits are
combinational and the presented evaluation considers as figures
of merit area, power consumption and gate depth (delay time)
normalized to those of an inverter (thus making it feature size
independent). They are denoted by the ratios of AC/AI , PC/PI

and DC/DI where AC and AI are the areas of the evaluated
circuit and an inverter, PC and PI are the power consumptions
of the evaluated circuit and an inverter, DC and DI are the delay
time of the evaluated circuit and an inverter. Note that PI and
DI have been obtained by connecting the output of the inverter
under consideration to another inverter.

The following simulation-based results confirm that, as
briefly discussed in Section 1 in terms of many figures of
merit, double-adjacent error correction is comparable to single-

Fig. 6. Area of parallel decoders (normalized to an inverter).

Fig. 7. Power consumption of parallel decoders (normalized to an inverter).

bit error correction, and therefore it incurs in significantly less
penalties than double-error correction.

• Fig. 6 shows the area of the parallel decoders. The pro-
posed decoder has an area comparable to a SEC decoder
and significantly less than a DEC decoder. Our proposed
SEC-DAEC decoder achieves an area saving of 37.6%
compared to the “standard” SEC-DAEC decoder.

• Fig. 7 shows the power consumption of the proposed
as well as the SEC and DEC schemes. Our SEC-DAEC
procedure allows a power saving of 51.2% when compared
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Fig. 8. Fanout versus number of nets for information bit length of 256 bits.

to the “standard” SEC-DAEC decoding. Compared to the
area analysis, the difference between the DEC and the
other three schemes is large. This is due to the high-fanout
nets between the syndrome generators and the error pattern
generator. This is shown in Fig. 8 in which a point is
plotted at (x, y) to denote that the number of nets with
a fanout of x gates is given by y. This figure shows that
the DEC decoder has many high-fanout nets (i.e., a fanout
of nearly 102), unlike the SEC and SEC-DAEC decoders.

• There is no comparison result for the DEC decoder in
terms of gate depth (delay time), because the Design
Compiler could not find the delay time of DEC due to the
high-fanout nets required in this design.

A detailed comparison between the proposed SEC-DAEC
and existing SEC decoders has also been pursued.

• Fig. 9 shows the area of the parallel decoders. The area
of the proposed decoder is on average 11% larger than the
existing decoder of [8]. Hence, the 11% increase in area
allows correcting double-adjacent errors at high speed.

• Fig. 10 shows the dissipation due to switching power
(power for charging or discharging of the output load ex-
ternal to every gate) and internal power (power dissipated
in gates due to charging of internal loads and the short-
circuit current between activated N and P transistors).
The switching power consumption is increased by 6%
on average; however, the internal power is reduced by
18% on average. This occurs due to the high-fanout and
the corresponding larger internal power dissipation. The
proposed decoder has a more complex design construction
than [8], but it also requires a lower high-fanout. Hence,
the total dissipation is reduced by 8%.

Fig. 9. Area of parallel decoders (normalized to an inverter) (comparison to
SEC).

Fig. 10. Power consumption of parallel decoders (normalized to an inverter)
(comparison to SEC).

• Fig. 11 shows the delay time. The gate depth of the
proposed decoder is on average 6% larger than for the
decoder design of [8] and on average 4% larger than for
the “standard” SEC-DAEC decoder.

Consider the decoding time reduction technique in which the
syndrome is calculated first and then the received data is output
without error correction if the syndrome is all zeros, i.e., no
error occurs [11]. The proposed method can be used also with
this technique. Fig. 12 shows the gate depth for detecting the
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Fig. 11. Gate depth of parallel decoders (delay time normalized to an inverter)
(comparison to SEC).

Fig. 12. Gate depth of proposed parallel decoder (delay time normalized to an
inverter) (comparison to detection of all zero syndrome).

all-zeros syndromes for BCH codes as well as the proposed
decoding scheme. The use of this technique with the proposed
scheme reduces the gate depth by almost half for the error-free
cases.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a high-speed BCH decoder for
correcting double-adjacent as well as single-bit errors in paral-
lel. The proposed decoder resembles Wilkerson’s parallel BCH
decoder [8] that can correct only single-bit errors. The decoding

scheme of [8] operates serially (and hence at low speed) when
a multiple-bit error occurs (including a double-adjacent error).
High-speed correction of double-adjacent errors is included in
the proposed scheme, because double-adjacent and single-bit
errors are much more frequent in a memory system.

The proposed scheme corrects double-adjacent errors in par-
allel by using a novel decoder design. The hardware overhead
of the proposed decoder is comparable to the decoder of [8].
In particular, its power consumption is 9% lower than the
decoder of [8] although the proposed decoder is capable of
parallel DAEC decoding (unlike [8]). The power saving is due
to the number of high-fanout nodes (that are power hungry)
that are less than those required for the Wilkerson’s decoder.
The proposed scheme incurs in overheads that are significantly
lower than traditional fully parallelized BCH decoders capable
of correcting any double-bit errors in parallel. The area and
power consumption of the proposed decoder is 3.87 × 10
and 8.55 × 103 smaller than those of the best double-bit error
correcting BCH parallel decoder presented in the literature [7].
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